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Objectives and Activities of Opportunity Knox Charity.
Main Object
The main object for which the body is established is the promotion of education at primary, secondary and college
level for the children from poor families in defined areas in Uganda and in the State of Tripura in North East India.
The Trustees will decide on the families and children to be helped as a result of meeting the family and the children
and assessing their level of poverty and need. This will be achieved through the payment of education fees for the
children as well as providing other supports in terms of food, clothing and bedding, for the families of these children
where needed so as to enable them to benefit to the maximum amount from their schooling. This will be further
advanced through the provision of scholastic materials to the children as well as education resources and facilities to
the schools (not funded by the local authorities) that these children will attend.
The provision of resources and community facilities that will enhance the lives of children and their families in their
surrounding community will also be provided for the public benefit where resources are available to the body to
fund them. The education of all girls and all boys within each family being helped to the end of high school level
will be a priority of the body. All administration costs for the body as well as all personal expenses incurred by the
trustees will be covered by the trustees donating at least the equivalent amount to the body This means that 100% of
public donations will go directly to paying school fees and purchasing goods etc that fulfill the objects of the
company.

Subsidiary Objects
As objects incidental and ancillary to the attainment of the Main Object, the Company shall have the following
subsidiary objects:
1.Pay School Fees, at Primary, Secondary and College level, which includes a daily meal, scholastic materials and a
school uniform, for children from poor families.
2. Pay for mattresses, pillows and blankets for these same children so that they will be best able to concentrate and
learn while at school. Where necessary to provide basic kitchen furniture as well as food for breakfast for those
children whose family does not have the financial resources to provide.
3. Pay for mattresses and blankets for other poor children and their families in the same community where our
resources do not allow us to pay their school fees and other needs outlined in (1) above
4. Provide educational resources to school management, teachers and school-going children. The educational
resources will include stationary and basic writing and mathematical equipment along with other resources that will
enable the school and their pupils to implement the school’s curriculum.
5. Pay for small scale projects, such as playgrounds, meeting rooms, re-thatching of mud huts etc that will be for the
public benefit of all members of the local community in areas which we support.
6. The body’s resources will initially be concentrated in small rural communities in Uganda and in India which will
be visited by the Trustees on a yearly basis. In Uganda it is Tiira Village, Busia, Eastern Uganda. In India it is the
Village of Bodhjungnagar, West Tripura State, North East India.

The Story behind the formation of Opportunity Knox:
During November 2015 Ursula and I went on a trip to Uganda as part of a trip organised by World Vision for those
who were sponsoring children with World Vision. We were given an opportunity to visit a young man we have been
sponsoring for around 12 years as well as to visit farms, schools, savings clubs and medical facilities which formed
part of their Area Development Plans in two regions in Uganda. The poverty in the rural areas was severe and made
a lasting impression on us.
We were brought to a rural village called Tiira which was located not far from the border town of Busia, part of
which is Uganda and the other part in Kenya. There we were introduced to young man called Wmima John
Kennedy, who had been helped by World Vision in being trained as a mechanic and who was now training a group
of youths to be mechanics also. He repairs Buda Buda taxi motorbikes and has a small shed where he stores spare
parts for the motorbikes. He gave us a short talk about himself and how World Vision had helped him.
Personally, both Ursula and I felt that he was both articulate and smart with a good command of the English
language and could see him having a relatively bright future in his Village. His education finished at Secondary 2
Class, which could prevent him from achieving a good position outside his local village. His business had a sign
outside his shed which showed that the name of his business was Faith’s Automobile Garage. Faith we discovered
was the name of his four year old daughter. He had another younger daughter aged two called Joan. His wife’s name
was Hellen.
While we were there I went to look at the inside of his workshop which was about the size of a small Barna shed and
to ask him some questions about his work. Meanwhile Ursula had gone across to the opposite side of the road and
was approached by a woman with three children who were clearly destitute. The woman asked her for some money
to help her children. Ursula was moved by the obvious plight of the woman and her family and relayed the woman’s
story to me when we were back on our bus. Ursula had no money on her and in any event was mindful of World
Vision not to do give money directly to poor people this as it was against their philosophy. Ursula felt she had let the
woman and her children down.
When we returned home Ursula was still upset by the fact that she failed to help the woman in need of food for her
children. By some act of fate or coincidence, when I connected to my Facebook page the day after I returned home
there was a Facebook friend request from John Kennedy, the owner of Faith’s Automobile Garage. He had been
looking for some contact with someone from the developed world that might be able to provide some assistance for
his village. He had searched Facebook to see if any of the people on the visitor’s sheet he had been supplied with as
part of our visit and send FB friend requests to any of us had Facebook accounts. Ursula asked me to accept his FB
friendship request and once accepted to get in touch to see if he could locate the family. We gave him the best
description of the woman and her children. Luckily, Ursula is a visual person and was able to give Wmima John
Kennedy a good description on the clothes and their colours as well as a description of the buildings behind where
the woman was standing, After a couple of days John sent us a photograph of the family he discovered living not too
far from him and whom the mother had told him she had asked for help. Ursula instantly recognised and identified
the family in the photograph as being the one she had met.
Now the problem was to find how we could get some help to this woman in the quickest timeframe. The village does
not have regular street names and even if they had, post is not delivered to them. We discovered that we could send
money to Wmima John Kennedy through Western Union and we sent him €100 to provide assistance to the family.
He used about €60 to buy two changes of clothes for the mother and her three children, a couple of blankets, some
nutritious bars and a big bag of maize which is part of the stable diet of people in the village. We agreed that he

would give the family the remainder of the money in installments over the next four weeks. We continued with John
Kennedy’s help to support this first family from that time onwards into 2016.
We then started an intense bout of FB messaging between myself and John over the succeeding days, weeks and
months as we both sought to get a better understanding of each other’s hopes and dreams along with an
understanding of both our cultures. This included much detail of the poverty in Tiira Village and how difficult it was
for parents to eke out a living in order to clothe and feed their families not to talk of the near impossible task of
affording the cost of sending their children to school of a regular basis,
With the enthusiastic cooperation of my wife Ursula this was the stimulus for us to set up a registered company
called Opportunity Knox Charity. This was accomplished on December 22nd 2015. This would give us an
opportunity to help the people in Africa, and in the initial instance to help those in the village of Tiira not far from
the town of Busia. We decided to concentrate on one village there so that our efforts would have a visible effect on
the lives of those living in one village. There are sufficient really poor families in the village to occupy us for the
foreseeable future. I had already volunteered to work in Bodjungnagar a remote rural area in Tripura state in North
East India for July 2016. As my son Paul had volunteered there previously and described the sparse conditions there,
we decided to include that area in our aims as part of the world where we would also provide help if needed. We
chose to have the provision of Education for those in need as the prime aim of the Charity as well as some small
projects for public benefit.
Next we had to come up with an unique selling point of this company. Having listened to the views of neighbours
and friends especially about how reluctant they were to contribute to some charities due to lack of transparency to
the ordinary small donor to know how much of their donation would be spent on administration and expenses and
how much would get to the intended families, we hit on the idea of “no overheads” charity. We would cover 100%
of all administration costs associated with the company business at home and abroad. This also would mean that all
travel expenses incurred by us in travelling abroad to monitor the company business would be covered from our own
donations to the Company. We used a play on our name and the 1970s TV talent show hosted by Hughie Green and
called the company Opportunity Knox Charity.
We talked to many people about our unique selling point, that 100% of people’s donations would be applied
directly to children by paying their education fees and additionally where necessary to provide practical and visible
support to their families, and they told us they believed it would influence the generosity of many people to support
us. Both Ursula and I committed a sum of money we would donate to the Charity that would cover all of the
Administrative Charges and Expenses for a period of five to seven years. So this was going to be a project where we
would be very much hands on doing the work of the Charity both at home and abroad for a minimum of 5 years and
possibly for seven years if the sum committed would last that long. The charity would then we wound down with
plenty of notice given to those who would be receiving aid from the Charity.
When we got our Certificate of Incorporation as a Company Limited by Guarantee from the Companies Registration
Office, we set about having our Charity recognised by the Registrar of Charities in Ireland as well as with the
Revenue Commissioners. This was a daunting task for the amount of paperwork that needed to be completed. By
November 2016 having revised our Constitution and Agreed Memorandum of Understanding of the Company to be
in line with what was required we got our Charities Registration Number and in February 2017, we got the approval
of the Revenue Commissioners and our coveted CHY number.
For the period January 2016 to March 31st 2017 both of us visited Tirra Village in Uganda in both April and
December 2016 and put structures in place that allowed us to meet with families and decide which ones we would
help with the payment of school fees and which would need some help with providing bedding for the Children and

which ones would also need help with some foodstuffs and medical aid. As a follow up to Harry’s visit to
Bodhjungnagar in North East India in July 2016 and making contact with ASHA a registered charity run by the Holy
Cross Community, we both returned there in February 2017. Apart from funding a small project for public benefit
there, the main focus will be help boys in a small orphanage there with personal effects as well as helping the
residents to complete their education after they leave the orphanage after the equivalent of their Junior Certificate in
Education and Leaving Certificate exams. Small sums of money are given to the boys when they leave to help them
to travel to where they can get employment. Sometimes they need money for their families of origin where they go
as school holiday time.
ACTIVITY OF THE CHARITY FROM APRIL 1ST 2017 TO MARCH 30TH 2018.
From the beginning of the new school year we had committed ourselves during our December visit of 2017 to
helping additional families and additional children by paying their fees for them for the 2017 School year which
commenced in February 2017. From that date we commenced paying the school fees for 116 Children from 38 very
poor families. Our volunteer leader in Tiira Village, Wmima John Kennedy collects the biographical details of all of
the children and agrees with each family of the local school they wish to attend. He registers them in the school they
have chosen. The school decides the class that the children will be placed in, They issue an Invoice to John recording
the name of each child and the class into which they have been placed. John submits the invoices to me after he has
checked them for accuracy and then I send the money to the Uganda Bank Account. John withdraws the money and
pays it to each school principal and gets an official receipt which he forwards to me. John visits the schools on a
regular basis and check for attendance and that the children are getting the proper amount of food that we are paying
each school to provide.
In consultation with John Kennedy and at his request we drew up a list of roles and responsibilities for families
included in our project. These cover the attendance of parents at meetings called by John, submission of school
reports by them to John in a timely fashion, the need for an absolute minimum attendance rate of 80% by their
children at school and so on. Over the period from when we started sponsoring the children in June 2016 to March
2018 we have dropped a number of families for a variety of reasons, such as some children we are paying for not
attending school and instead working at gold mining etc. The families are always give a month to engage fully with
us, but if they still neglect their duties and responsibilities that they have agreed to follow, then we drop them from
the programme. If we don’t take action in such cases then it is bad example to the other families and soon all would
not be playing by the rules and the money of our sponsors would not being spent wisely.
From the time the charity was launched officially in early March 2017 in the Kilmacow Community Hall which is
located in our home parish, public donations started to pick up and quite a lot of time was spent recording the
donations, whether through the website and PayPal or by cash, issuing receipts and allocating details of a child
being “sponsored” to the donor. This involved providing a family photograph and the child‘s photograph to the
donor along with some basic family details and any school reports that we can provide to the donor. The interest
taken by the Kilmacow Community in the Charity and their eagerness to donate and support it has been gratifying to
us. The idea of a “no overheads” charity where 100% of donations are spent directly on the children has caught the
imagination of people.
People who would not normally support a charity are willing to do so in our case because they know what their
money is being used for and that none is being spent on administration. They know that no deductions are taken
from their donation. The fact that they see that the Trustees are donating sufficient money to the charity to cover
their own Travel and Subsistence in Uganda as well as paying all Administration Costs in Uganda and that we
looking after the accounts and the website etc also gives them confidence that their conations are making a real
change in the lives of the children we help in Tiira Village. Family and friends have been good at getting donations
for the charity too as well as the local schools. Every aspect of the operation of the charity is open and transparent.

We opted to have the accounts for each financial year, April until March the following year, audited as opposed to
just have them certified gives our supporters and donors confidence that all financial matters are being handled
correctly and get scrutinised by an accountant and auditor each year before s/he signs off on the accounts.
We made our 3rd visit to Tiira Village in September/October 2017. The Charities Regulator expressed the need to us
to use another volunteer outside of Tiira Village to have oversight of the project. Through discussion we were lucky
to enlist the services of Wilson Bulwa, who had been employed by World Vision Uganda to fulfill that role. On the
visit, Wilson transported us from Entebbe to Busia and stayed with us for a couple of days at the beginning of the
trip and he also came back after two weeks to bring us back to Entebbe Airport. Wilson interpreted for us at
meetings with the Parents and in meeting with the Children so as to ensure that they were getting the same message
from Wilson as they were getting from John. Wilson agreed to handle any complaint that might arise between a
particular family and John Kennedy. Wilson would mediate a solution if needed and if the problem could not be
solved that way, the Trustees would make the final resolution of the conflict taking John’s and Wilson’s report into
account. Thankfully, that service wasn’t needed so far. We also deal with such problems when we are there in Tiira
ourselves and we can help solve problems that are brought to our attention there.
In summary, on this 3rd visit, we met with the parents of the families involved in a local hall that had been hired.
Wilson acted as interpreter as we addressed the parents. He did that again at a meeting with all of the children from
age 10 years upwards. We let it be known to the parents that we intended to recruit more families so that we would
reach our maximum capacity of helping in the region of 200+ children. We were going to interview more families
from the category of “poorest of the poor” families and that they were free to recommend neighbouring families. We
also went and spoke in local churches explaining that we would be interviewing any family who thought they should
be included. With John and Hellen, as well as Wilson we interviewed 43 families over two days. We asked John
Kennedy who has the local knowledge, to contribute and participate in the final decision on who were the most
deserving families to be chosen based on a set of criteria we had drawn up in advance. We subsequently chose 30+
families and over the following days visited the families in their home to check that their living situation was the
same as they had portrayed during the interview.
We informed the families that we had chosen that we would pay their school fees from February 2018 and that they
were on a temporary basis and that we would be back at the end of term one in mid-May to view school reports and
a report from John Kennedy into how well they cooperated etc. Before we departed we had meeting with the parents
from the new families and a separate meeting with their children and explained to them what we expected from
parent and from children if they wanted to be included in our programme. We would make our final decision then
and go ahead and assess their need for mattresses and blankets for their children. So from February 1st 2018 we
were paying fees for over 200 children who belonged to just under 60 families.
We have a small project running in the parish of Bodhjungnagar, Tripura State, India where Harry volunteered a
Trainer of Teachers in July 2016. There is a small orphanage called Boystown attached to St. Andre School run by
the Holy Cross Order. During the year we paid for some educations fees for some boys and provided money for
purchasing parts of their school uniforms needing replacement, and for some clothes and other personal needs
requested individually by the boys who are range in age from 14 to 22 years. All of the funds spent in India to this
date have come from the Trustees own donations.
Meanwhile, fundraising events were held during the year. Our website and our Facebook page were kept up to date
and supporters shared our Facebook posts with their friends to increase the base of people who know about the
Charity. We conducted fundraising event in local schools after we attended the schools and motivated them by
sharing our experiences from Uganda and showing them photographs of the children and their families, We also had
an open garden day hosted by my brother and sister in law, Brendan and Breda and their friends from the various
gardening club which made the day a fantastic success. This event brought in excess of 2000 euro. We are extremely

grateful to them and all other family members who contributed to the day by their presence and through baking
confectionary for the tea/coffee offered to visitors to the Garden. We took a table at a Christmas Craft Fair in our
local community in December 2017 and in addition to displaying photographs of the families we are helping we
distributed handout containing details of the charity. We also sold homemade jewelry provided by our friend Eileen
Ryan from Dublin and donated to us. This brought in 300 Euro. Ursula took a quick plunge into the cold sea in
Tramore on Christmas day and raised several hundred Euros too.
Ursula applied to the Retired Teachers Association of Ireland for a grant from their Solidarity Fund. We are
extremely thankful for the resulting grant of 2,500 euro. We intend using this to pay for over 100 mattresses and
blankets which will which are needed for the new families we took on in a probationary capacity for term one 2018
when we next visit Uganda and is planned for May/June 2018. We received some very generous donations
throughout the year and we are very grateful to those donors. We appreciate all the donations we received which
ranged from 10 euro to 2,000 euro. All donors can rest assured that their money was used wisely. All of this
fundraising activity and donations helped us meet all of our costs for 2017-2018 and left us with sufficient funds to
cover our expected spending up to the school year 2019. A copy of our Audited accounts accompany this report and
shows the level of income and expenditure during the financial year April 1st 2017 up to March 30th 2018.All o
these documents are post on our website and can be accessed at opportunityknox.ie/documents.
ACTIVITY OF THE CHARITY FROM APRIL 1ST 2018 TO MARCH 31ST 2019.
We made our 4th Visit to Tiira in May/June 2018. During this visit we met all of the parents and distributed our
policies, our criteria of acceptance of new families into the project to them translated into their own local language.
While 50% or so of the families are illiterate, they will probably know someone from the village who can read it to
them. This printed documentation gives the families confidence that they are all being treated fairly. Wilson Bulwa
from Kampala brought us to the village and worked with Wmima John Kennedy and his wife Auma Hellen to meet
with and communicate with the families and translate their responses to us.
We met with all children and young adults that we support individually. They brought their books and tests as well
as their end of term report cards with so that we were confident they were attending school and to help us assess
their level of learning so far. The older children were given an opportunity to read out some of the notes they had
taken and given a brief reading test. The very young children were accompanied by their parent(s). As a result of
these interviews undertaken with the help of our volunteers, we believed we should make some effort to provide
lessons on English reading in future visits. We also purchased a school bag for the children so that they could protect
their copies and notes from getting wet as well as to protect the red/yellow that gets on and into every object in the
village. This is caused by dust from the clay roads when there is a drought as well as dust from the constant
pounding into dust of mined rocks excavated to see if they contain gold. The noise and dust generated by this
process is present in every corner of the village.
On this 4th visit, as also happened on previous visits, we met children and parents that we support who were in need
of medical attention to attend to injuries from small accidents and for burns. On this visit we also discovered two
families who suffered from Jiggers and we purchased equipment and chemicals to help the families get rid of this
terrible parasite that enters the body through the soft skin next to the nails in toes and fingers. It can deform the
fingers and toes if it goes untreated. The main cause is the lack of hygiene in the homes and in their compounds.
On the following pages we give you a commentary and summary on what we did and what we achieved on our two
visits in this Financial Year of April 1st 2018 to March 31st 2019. Our 5th Visit was for the entire month of January
2019. As you will see we started to implement our Literacy1 project based on the results of our 4 th visit in June
2018. We applied for a grant of 10,000 euro from a charity called ElectricAid in October 2018 for the Literacy1
project. We got word that the grant would be paid to us in May 2019 and it was deposited in our account in June
2019. Our 6th visit was in April and May 2019 and we continued the work of the Literacy 1 project and got the
parents to sign-up to our Safeguarding Personal Information Statement as well as getting agreement from parents to
transfer some of their children to schools with a smaller class size. We also presented various Award Certificates.

Details of Opportunity Knox 4th visit to Tiira Village in Eastern Uganda (May 18th to June 4th 2018).

Ursula Knox posing with the children who received their school bags for the first time.
Our plan for this visit was to speak to parents of all of the 60 families that we support, as a group, and distribute
flyers in their own local language of various documents that had been interpreted for us previously at such group
meetings. The reason for this was that everyone would now have a document in their own language of what we
hoped to achieve and what their role and responsibility as well as their children’s would be. We completed this on
our first weekend in a local hall we hired and we had Wilson Bulwa, a former employee of World Vision Uganda,
translate for us.

Harry and Wilson addressing a group of parents

Distribution of documents translated into local language

We has also set ourselves the task with meeting each child individually, and
for the younger ones accompanied by their mother or father, so that we could
review their most recent end of term report to see what their attendance,
conduct and effort was as well as to get an idea of their level of ability and to
see if there was any further support we could offer to the child. As there were
just over 200 children to meet you will not be surprised to learn that it took
8 full days of work. Ursula conducted a brief reading test and some writing
activities where appropriate. She found out the interests of many of the
children who wanted to improve their English and we will bring some
appropriate books and magazines with us on our next visit.

During the interviews with the children, Wilson observed that those from two of our families were suffering from
“jiggers”. This is an invasive parasite that enters the body through the soft skin at the side of toe nails and finger
nails and if untreated can lead to permanent deformities in both the feet and hands. It is caused by poor hygiene and
because most of the families we help do not wear any footwear it is easily picked up and spread to others. Wilson
purchased a knapsack and chemicals in Kampala to spray everything within their huts as well as the outside and all
around their compound as well as solutions to soak and wash the hands, feet and heads of parents and children, John
Kennedy will follow up with this procedure until the infestation is eliminated. We were also able to pay for
treatment for adults and children who had neglected injuries and septic sores.

John and Wilson soak feet, hands, heads as treatment for the “jiggers” and John sprays the house /compound
surrounds.
Our
next planned tasks were to visit the hut of each of the families we were sponsoring since February last and
assess the children’s need for a mattress and /or blanket. As there was more than 20 families to visit and meet with
this took the best part of 2 full days because we missed some parents who were still at work when we called the first
time. We had been asked by a particular donor to buy some mattresses and blankets for the children of families we
had turned down for support due to lack of funds on our previous visit. We did this and as Trustees we decided to
take some of these families fully into the programme and to pay their school fees for them.

These photographs are of some of the new families we accepted into the project. The children want to go to school.

We buy the mattresses and blankets locally to support the community. There was great celebration when the
mothers, fathers and children came to collect their mattresses and blankets to bring home.

Harry and Ursula visit a class Tiira Super Standard

Harry and Ursula visit a class in Provident Academy

We also visited some of first families we had accepted into the programme to see how they were getting on and also
to check that they still had the mattresses and blankets we originally purchased for them. Finally, we had planned a
simple part for the children where we give some sweets and balloons to each of those who showed up and we also
gave a bag of clothes for the mother and her children who we had taken on board on our last visit.

A typical home and yard or compound when dry
Torrential rain means water is everywhere.
As a result of interviewing the children and looking at their exercise books we decided to buy a rucksack which
would be used as a school bag for all children who were beyond infant level. We think this will help keep the books
in better condition and protect them from the rain and from the red dust that is in the air and is picked up by
everything. John always distributes the writing materials before a new term begins and so this time we were present
for the distribution of exercise copies and biros and pencils as well as the handing out of the school bags.

John allocates the number of copies both hardcover and softcover based on the class demands and whether
the students are in Primary or Secondary School. Some of the older boys and girls can be seen in the middle
photograph. They can return to John throughout the term, when they can show John that particular exercise
copies are full of notes and completed homework, and can collect more copies for use in school.

We spend a day going through the originals of all invoices paid and receipted since our previous visit. As we had
already receives copies of all of the paperwork from John Kennedy sending them by WhatsApp to us in advance of
our visit, this was a relatively straightforward task. We also travelled to the bank to pick up an original copy of all
bank statements. Because the printer/copier we had provided from John had broken down, we decided to bring all
the original school reports home to photocopy and to bring them back on our next visit

Here are some nice photographs of women with their children securely attached and carried on their backs. Many of
these great mothers can be seen digging land either for themselves or for others between 7.00 a.m. and noon each
day. The babies are carried like this while working..They get approximately 1 euro for a morning’s digging.

Minding the goat.

Washing the clothes – a daily
routine

Mothers receiving their bags of clothes & jerseys

Collecting kindling Ursula holding the baby!

Children getting balloons and sweets.
A party for parents and the children was held on the last day of our visit and there was cheer and laughter to be
heard which, while temporary, is a welcome break from their endurance of living this harsh and destitute life that they
have been born into. There is no war, there is no natural disaster, there is no famine. This is real life for these families.

We visited Tiira again on January 1st 2019 for the duration of a month. This 5th visit had a different focus than previous
visits. We are finished expanding as we have reached the maximum number of 220 children that we can realistically
manage. However, we will always be flexible enough to take onboard a mother or father and family who seeks support
and who we believe is in a new genuinely desperate situation. On this visit we would be helping a selection of the
children by teaching them Phonics. We decided on this shortly after our last visit where we assessed reading ability for
the different age groups. This will help all of the children who will range from 10 yrs to 20 yrs to become better readers.
We call this programme The Literacy 1 Project. We sought a grant from another charity in mid-October to co-fund this
project to the tune of 10,000 euro. In the absence of hearing the result of our Application, in early December we decided
to fund the project temporarily until such time as we get the help needed. The funds spent on Literacy 1 Project during
this reporting year will be recouped from any grant we receive in the new year of April 2019 to the end of March 2020.

For those of you who are new donors and sponsors, we will give you a quick synopsis of our existence to date. We visited
Tiira village as one of several sites we visited on a trip to Uganda with World vision back in October 2015. We were
appalled at the levels of poverty in the village. Due to the eagerness of Wmima John Kennedy who we met there and who
spoke to us and who had sent Harry a FB friend request by the time we arrived home, the idea of a charity and what it
would do was hatched out over 3months of texting back and forth. John had educated us on the poor circumstances of the
people there and had told us that while they were all poor there, 3 categories of poverty exit there, namely poor; poorer,
and poorest of the poor. It is the poorest of the poor we set out to help. On previous visits we provided the children with a
mattresses and a blanket. They usually all sleep huddled together on the hard floor of their mud hut. On this visit we set
about setting up a new project called Literacy 1 Program. This project will see us helping the children to read better by
teaching them using Phonics. We will encourage a culture of reading books for enjoyment by providing the children in
each of our families with a wide range of colourful and interesting books ranging from pre readers to teenage novels. We
will select the books for each family from our knowledge of the ages and classes that each child in the family is in.

We arrived in Entebbe Airport at 1.00 p.m. on January 1st. We were met by Wilson Bulwa who acts as an advisor to
us. He had hired a car to bring us from there to Busia. This is the closest town to Tiira village and we were staying in
Jireh Guesthouse. We leave at 8.00 a.m. with a trusted driver that we know and we return at 5.30 p.m. We never
move outside the courtyard of the hotel once we return home. If we ventured out alone and unaccompanied by a
Ugandan man we would likely be a target for robbery or even kidnap.

We started to work on the next day. First we visited various offices of the police in Busia and in Tiira. We also
report to the administrative offices of the local County and sub-county to let them know of our visit and tell them
what we will be doing. Our volunteer John Kennedy believes it is important to check in with these various officials
so that they will know we are in their country so they would know the purpose and length of our visit. This would
prove helpful if we were ever the subject of a crime there while in Uganda.

We met with the mothers and fathers of the children that afternoon to explain Literacy Project 1 and what we hoped
to achieve on this visit. We were going to take children from Primary 3 to Primary 7 classes along with those in
Secondary classes. We used the resources we had brought with us to teach Phonics and allow them to be exposed to
a wide variety of books. We taught 2 groups that had children from around 10 years up to 20 years. We knew from
some brief testing on our last visit in June 2018 that even the Secondary students needed to improve their reading
skills if they wanted to benefit to the fullest extent from their classes.

There were 140 children involved in Primary 3 to Secondary 3 classes and so we would be unable to accommodate
all of those. We asked parents to allow their children make up their own minds if they wanted to attend school for 3
hours a day for 3 weeks. We told them we didn’t intend using corporal punishment which is the norm in many of the
schools. We didn’t want unhappy children disturbing the work in class. We also didn’t know the disposition of
Ugandan children and were not sure is we could cope with all-comers. We asked them to encourage their children to
attend, but not to force them to attend.

Those interested children were asked to report to the Office the next morning and to register themselves. Not all the
children from each family came and that meant that there was the freedom not to participate. As a result, we
registered 90 children and of these there were 12 senior boys and girls from Secondary classes which we recruited to
be student-leaders who would attend at both the 9.00 a.m. – 12.00 p.m. class and the 1.00 p.m. - 4.00 p.m. class. We
provided a small financial incentive along with the promise of them getting first choice on choosing their favourite
books at the end of the course from the 450 books we had posted out in advance for use at the classes. But the real
benefit was the improvement in their fluency.

On the next day we met with the 12 student-leaders and spent a couple of hours interacting with them,
so that they could get used to our accents in Eh and that we could understand their responses. On the
On the next day we met with the 12 student-leaders and spent a couple of hours interacting with them, so that they
could get used to our accents in English and that we could understand their responses. We knew from our last visit
that one of them told Wilson that they could speak and understand English but that he could understand our English.
We would be depending on them to relate whatever we said to the younger children seated on either side at the desk
if this was necessary. There is a phonics programme designed to be taught in Uganda and while we used a Phonics
Pupil’s workbook used in other countries we used the letter sounds and taught the rhymes and songs from the
Ugandan programme that we had purchased which blended in with the Uganda culture

.

On Monday the classes began, with Ursula leading the teaching and Harry was there to supplement the teaching
when Ursula was flagging from the high temperatures. The children engaged with the phonics lessons and
enthusiastically completed each exercise in the workbooks. The lessons constituted learning the sounds of the letters,
listening to and identifying the sounds in a story, practicing letter formation and identifying the sounds in the
pictures. To finish the work of the lesson they completed the illustration in the workbook. They also participated in
listening exercises and some phonemic awareness activities.

Ursula read age appropriate stories to them after the break and captured their interest with her animated body and voice.
Stories about animals really appealed to them. We had different books for them to look at each day. The student-leaders
chose a book to read to the children in their group. The children used chalk and blackboards to create a chalk picture of
their favourite part of the story and then wrote a few lines on the reverse side of the blackboard to complete the task. As
we progressed through the three weeks the younger children were allowed browse through the pages of the books they
were interested. They admired the illustrations on the pages. In the final week the student-leaders listened to the children
reading a story from a book appropriate to their reading age. So there was something to please everyone’s taste of story.

Harry was relegated to have biscuits and a drink for everyone at break time. They consumed nearly
500 packets of biscuits over the course of the 3 weeks. Harry made sure that the biscuits had a
different flavour each day. On the first day of the classes we taught them a skipping rhyme and Harry

Harry was relegated to have biscuits and a drink for everyone at break time. They consumed nearly 500 packets of
biscuits over the course of the 3 weeks. Harry made sure that the biscuits had a different flavour each day. On the first day
of the classes we taught them a skipping rhyme and Harry provided them with 6 individual skipping ropes and 3 long
ropes that would allow several to skip together at the once time. We gave half of the ropes to the boys and half to the
girls. We were worried that the boys might refuse to skip. I don’t know how it happened; perhaps it was when one of the
older boys gave a brilliant display of skipping, but before we knew it practically all of the boys were skipping like mad.
Soon we had to buy extra lengths of rope and make nine additional ropes. The boys and girls loved showing Harry how
good they were at the skipping. We even had a skipping display in the classroom for the final lesson.

and half to the girls. We were worried that the boys might refuse to skip. I don’t know how it happened; perhaps it
was when one of the older boys gave a brilliant display of skipping, but before we knew it practically all of the boys
were skipping like mad. Soon we had to buy extra lengths of rope and make nine additional ropes. The boys and
girls loved showing Harry how good they were at the skipping. We even had a skipping display in the classroom for
the final lesson.

On the weekends we visited some of our supported families. We were delighted to see and hear how their lives had
changed for the better since commencement of support by Opportunity Knox Charity. They expressed gratitude to
the people from half-way around the world had come and taken an interest in their lives and gave them and their
children hope where previously there was none. Their lives had been one of enduring their poverty and eking out a
living to provide the basics and then to raise money for school fees for some of their children. We tell them about
our village and how people have rallied to their plight.

One such problem came to light while solving another. One girl who was at the classes came in early
to ask if we would buy her and her brothers and sisters shoes. We agreed to do that and in the
process discovered that four of the seven children showed signs of Jiggers in their feet. This is a
parasite that gets into the feet and hands by burrowing through the soft tissues around the nails. It
can cause deformation of the toes and fingers if neglected. This is the fourth family we support that

One such problem came to light while solving another. One girl who was at the classes came in early to ask if we
would buy her and her brothers and sisters shoes. We agreed to do that and in the process discovered that four of the
seven children showed signs of Jiggers in their feet. This is a parasite that gets into the feet and hands by burrowing
through the soft tissues around the nails. It can cause deformation of the toes and fingers if neglected. This is the
fourth family we support that has been discovered to have Jiggers. It results from very poor hygiene and is extremely
difficult to treat and to eradicate. All of the interior of the house and its contents as well as the outside of the walls
and the yard need to be sprayed with a chemical to eradicate it from the environment. Then the children and adults
have to be treated continuously for several weeks with the correct lotions and creams until all signs of it have
disappeared. We have provided John Kennedy with the knapsack and wellingtons and masks to do the spraying and
he show the people how to wash and apply the chemicals needed to eliminate if from the toes and fingers.
.

We have read on various online resources over the past couple of years that show one of the reasons that girls leave
education early in Africa is associated with the onset of menstruation. This is acerbated by the lack of privacy in the
latrines, as well as the shame the girl feels when they soil their uniform. Women in rural areas use homemade pads
that are ineffective. We were faced with such a situation when we visited this time. A girl from one of our supported
families was refusing to go back to school because of such an "accident" happening to her in November last. We
called a meeting of our Mothers and their daughters and Harry explained the problem and how the mothers need to
help their daughters. We proposed a solution. As a result and with the help of Auma Hellen, wife of Wmima John
Kennedy, (both our Uganda Volunteers) we set up a system of a supply of commercial sanitary pads that can be
picked up once a month by each girl from Hellen so that the girl has a supply of pads to use when her next period
begins A pack of a well known brand cost 70 cents for a month’s supply. The mothers and the girls couldn't believe
that such a product existed. In any event they would not be able to afford to buy them even if they had known.
Before we departed a total of 37 girls had registered and collected their monthly supply. Every extra year that a girl
stays on in education delays her marriage by two years. So instead of 12 and 13 year old girls leaving school with
little control of their lives, we hope to have girls of 18 to 20 years old leaving education. This will provide girls with
many more options and enable them to shape their future lives.

We knew that this visit would be different from our other visits where we had visited mothers and their families and
assessed their overall means. This allowed us to decide whether the families fitted our criteria and if they did then
we provided bedding. The children invariably shrieked with delight on learning they would have a mattress and
blanket for themselves. We also discussed with the parents what school they would like their children to attend. On
this visit we had continuous contact with over ninety children for the three weeks of The Literacy 1 Project and
this allowed us develop a relationship with them that was not there before and will help us plan for future visits.

We left Uganda tired and worn out but our hearts were buoyed by the good we had done and the difference we had
made in the children’s lives and that of their families. The Phonics programme was a success. We helped with the
treatment of Jiggers. We put a system in place for the regular supply of sanitary pads for the girls. We distributed
copies and pens for the new school year. We took on one new family who needed support. We formed a direct
connection with over 90 of the children we support. We cemented our bond with the mothers involved through
meeting them as a group at the beginning and end of our visit as well as the meeting about the sanitary pads. We are
grateful to our volunteers in Auma Hellen and Wmima John Kennedy in Tiira village and parish, our advisor Wilson
Bulwa from Kampala and to our Trustees John Carey and Maria O’ Mahoney and Patron Fr. Brian Flynn. We are
thankful to you, our donors, without whom we would achieve a lot less than on our own. Thanks for encouraging us.
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Opportunity Knox Charity CLG.
Income and Expenditure Account in respectof the year ended 31st March 2019.
Opening Balance as at 01/04/2018
Public Donations
Trustee Donations

12,321.81
2,293.25

Income:
Public Donations Public
Retired Teachers
Income from USA
Trustee Donations
Trustee Spending

14,615.06

25,245.45
2,500.00
4,643.21
32,388.66
11,093.00
3,293.91

14,386.91

46,775.57
61,390.63

Expenditure:

Trustee:
Travel, Subsistence & Admin
8,760.67
India Project
1,143.71
Ugandan Admin.
2,226.98
Bank Charges
461.19
Sundry Expenses
53.39

12,645.94

Public Donation:
School Fees
Literacy 1 Project
School Uniforms
School Bags
Mattresses and
Blankets
Playground
Food Support
Room Hire
Personal Needs
Family Medical
Treatment
Grass Roof Repairs

23,102.49

10,865.93
4,686.89
1,236.31
557.81
3,839.59
541.43
390.38
239.73
347.08
290.11
107.24

35,748.43

Total Expenditure
25,642.20
Surpless Income over Expenditure
Represented by:
Trustee Donations
Public Donations

4,034.22
21,607.98

Funds on Hand/in Bank

25,642.20

Signed:
……………………………………………

Signed:
……………………………………………

Harry Knox: Director

Maria O Mahony: Secretary

Opportunity Knox Charity CLG

On behalf of the Board:
…………………………………………….…
Harry Knox, Director

….………………………………………
Maria O Mahony, Secretary

Summary of the 2018-2019 Annual Report
of

Opportunity Knox Charity CLG
The Trustees continued through working with Mwima John Kennedy and his wife Hellen so that the fees of
over 200 children were paid to the various schools we support for the second and third school term of the
2018 school year and for the first term of the 2019 school year..
Trustees Harry and Ursula Knox visited Tiira Village in Uganda again twice during the year. The first visit
was in May/June 2018 and the second visit was in January 2019
They engaged the services of volunteer Wilson Bulwa, formerly of World Vision to hire a car to bring them
from Entebbe to their guesthouse in Busia. And to meet with the parents as a group and translate for harry
and Ursula.
They met separately with the children being sponsored children of the 60 families being supported and used
Wilson Bulwa to translate and interpret the fir them. The parents accompanied the youngest children. The
children present samples of their work and copies of their test. Ursula diagnosed their reading ability with
some simple tests and reading tasks.
As a result of these it was agreed to buy a school bag for all children in Primary 1 class upwards.
It was obvious that the children’s reading ages in English was far below their actual age and that they would
need extra help with reading in English if they are not to be held back in their learning.
We bought blankets and mattresses for the additional 20+ families and 120 children we had commenced
paying school fees for on February 1st 2018. Mothers and children came and collected them.
It was discovered that two families suffered from Jiggers disease, cause by a parasite entering the body by
the soft fleshing as the side of toenails and finger nails. It is difficult to eradicate and is caused by poor
hygiene. Most of the families do not wear any footwear. It can cause deformation of the feet and also the
fingers in the hands.
Wilson returned to Kampala after 4 days and when he returned 10 days later he had purchased a knapsack
sprayer and many bottles of the different chemicals needed to treat the house and compound as well as to
wash the feet and hands and scalp of those affected. John continued to monitor the treatment in the following
months. One family was completely cured, some of the other family members were not cured as they
continued to walk in their bare feet in their compound where livestock were also feeding.
From the time the first visit was ended and the 2nd visit commenced 6 months later, Ursula did a lot of
research on the best methods for helping the children with their reading in English.We decided to set up a
“Project Literacy 1” where we would teach the children to read English using Phonics over 4 years and we
purchased books and textbooks as well as accepted surplus Readers from local schools and others. We took
100 of the older children for a 3 hour class for 3 weeks in January last.
We distributed a bag of books and clothes to the mother of each family we support on the last day.
We discovered a third family where two of the 6 children had Jiggers and we bought shoes for the children,
sprayed the house inside and outside and provided lotions for washing their hands & feet.
We brought a number of children to a medical clinic to treat burns and sores that were festering.
We raised funds through the Christmas Fair, Christmas Sponsored swim and an open-garden day.
Tempelorum N.S., where Trustee Maria O Mahony is Principal once again raised 1200+ euro for us.
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